Summary. Interval-censored data arise when the event time of interest can only be ascertained through periodic examinations. In medical studies, subjects may not complete the examination schedule for reasons related to the event of interest. In this article, we develop a semiparametric approach to adjust for such informative dropout in regression analysis of interval-censored data. Specifically, we propose a broad class of joint models, under which the event time of interest follows a transformation model with a random effect and the dropout time follows a different transformation model but with the same random effect. We consider nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation and develop an EM algorithm that involves simple and stable calculations. We prove that the resulting estimators of the regression parameters are consistent, asymptotically normal, and asymptotically efficient with a covariance matrix that can be consistently estimated through profile likelihood. In addition, we show how to consistently estimate the survival function when dropout represents voluntary withdrawal and the cumulative incidence function when dropout is an unavoidable terminal event. Furthermore, we assess the performance of the proposed numerical and inferential procedures through extensive simulation studies. Finally, we provide an application to data on the incidence of diabetes from a major epidemiological cohort study.
Introduction
Interval-censored data arise when the timing of an event is not known precisely but rather is known to lie within a time interval. Such data are frequently encountered in medical research, where the ascertainment of the disease of interest is made over a series of examination times. An example is the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study (The ARIC Investigators, 1989) , where subjects were examined for asymptomatic diseases, such as diabetes and hypertension, over five visits, with the first four each approximately three years apart and then a gap of about 15 years before the fifth visit, such that the disease was only known to occur within a broad time interval.
A number of methods have been developed for regression analysis of interval-censored data. In particular, nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation for the proportional odds, proportional hazards, and transformation models have been studied by Huang (1995) , Huang (1996) , and Zeng et al. (2016) , respectively. Sieve estimation for the proportional odds and proportional hazards models has been suggested by Rossini and Tsiatis (1996) , Huang and Rossini (1997) , Shen (1998) , and Cai and Betensky (2003) . Rank-based estimation methods for linear transformation models have been proposed by Gu et al. (2005) , Sun and Sun (2005) , , and Zhang and Zhao (2013) .
All aforementioned work assumes that the examination process is independent of the event of interest, possibly conditional on covariates. This assumption is often violated in chronic disease research because subjects may drop out of the study prematurely for health-related reasons. For example, in the ARIC study, a large number of subjects died before their last scheduled visit. When dropout is correlated with the event of interest, the existing methods may yield invalid inference. In the situation where dropout is caused by a terminal event, such as death, the existing methods, which fail to account for the fact that the event of interest cannot occur after the terminal event, will provide incorrect estimation of disease incidence even if dropout is independent of the event of interest.
In this article, we adjust for informative dropout through the use of a random effect. Specifically, we consider a broad class of joint models, under which the event time of interest follows a semiparametric transformation model with a random effect and the dropout time follows a different semiparametric transformation model but with the same random effect. The transformation models encompass the proportional hazards and proportional odds models. We study nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation for the joint models and develop a stable EM algorithm for its implementation. We establish the asymptotic properties of the resulting estimators, with different rates of convergence for the cumulative hazard functions of the event time of interest and the dropout time. In addition, we show how to predict the incidence for the event of interest when its occurrence is precluded by the development of a terminal event. Furthermore, we demonstrate the advantages of the proposed methods over the existing ones through realistic simulation studies. Finally, we provide a detailed illustration with data derived from the ARIC study.
Methods

Models and Likelihood
We consider a random sample of n subjects. For i = 1, . . . , n, let T i denote the event time or failure time of interest, D i the dropout time, and X i (·) a p-vector of possibly time-dependent external covariates for the ith subject. We characterize the dependence between T i and D i through a random effect b i , which is assumed to be normal with mean zero and variance σ 2 . Let X i denote the entire history of the covariates. Conditional on b i and X i , the cumulative hazard functions for T i and D i follow the transformation models
and
respectively, where G(·) and H(·) are specific transformation functions, β and γ are unknown regression parameters, and (·) and A(·) are arbitrary cumulative baseline hazard functions. For notational simplicity, we use the same X i in models (1) and (2), although it is straightforward to use different sets of covariates. (Oakes, 1989; Parner, 1998; Andersen et al., 2012, Chapter 9) . For joint modeling of complex multivariate outcomes, such as longitudinal and survival outcomes or recurrent and terminal events, more than one random effect can be used Lin, 2007, 2009 
where f G (·) and f H (·) are density functions with support on [0, ∞). Particularly, the class of logarithmic transformations r −1 log(1 + rx) (r ≥ 0) is generated by the gamma density function with mean 1 and variance r. The choice of r = 0 or 1 yields the proportional hazards or proportional odds model, respectively. Suppose that the event of interest, such as diabetes, is asymptomatic, such that its occurrence can only be detected through periodic examinations. By contrast, dropout (e.g., death) can be observed exactly. There is a sequence of potential examination times for each subject. Obviously, no examination can occur after dropout. There exists noninformative censoring (e.g., end of the study), after which examination cannot occur either.
Specifically, let 0 < U i1 < . . . < U i,M i < ∞ denote the ith subject's potential examination times, which have finite support U with the least upper bound τ. Let C i denote the noninformative censoring time on D i , such that we
is the indicator function. The examination for the ith subject does not occur after Y i . Examination typically does not occur at the time of dropout or the end of the study, such that Y i is not equal to U ij for any j. Thus, the failure time T i is known to lie in the interval (L i , R i ), where
2 ), and we define exp[−G{
Estimation Procedures
We adopt the nonparametric maximum likelihood approach, under which the estimators for the cumulative baseline hazard functions and A are step functions with jumps at the unique endpoints of the intervals, 0 < t 1 < . . . < t m 1 < ∞, and at the uncensored dropout times, 0 < s 1 < . . . < s m 2 < ∞, respectively, where m 1 and m 2 are the total numbers of potential jump points. We denote the step sizes for as λ 1 , . . . , λ m 1 and the step sizes for A as α 1 , . . . , α m 2 . Write θ = (β, γ, σ 2 ) and A = ( , A). We maximize the objective function
. . , λ m 1 ), and (α 1 , . . . , α m 2 ), where
Direct maximization of L n (θ, A) is difficult due to the lack of analytical expressions for the parameters λ 1 , . . . , λ m 1 and α 1 , . . . , α m 2 . We introduce some latent random variables to form a likelihood function equivalent to L n (θ, A) such that the maximization can be carried out by a simple EM algorithm. First, we introduce two latent random variables ξ i and ψ i with density functions f G (·) and f H (·) given in equations (3) and (4), respectively. We then introduce independent Poisson random variables
Suppose that we observe N 1i = 0 and N 2i > 0. The observed-data likelihood for N 1i = 0 and N 2i > 0 given ξ i and b i is equal to
In addition, the observed-data likelihood for (
Therefore, L
(1)
as latent variables. Based on the foregoing results, we propose an EM algorithm treating
In the M-step, we maximize the conditional expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood given the observed data so as to update the parameters. Specifically, we update β by solving the equation
and we update by
where E(·) denotes the conditional expectation given the observed data . . . , n) . In addition, we update γ by solving the equation
and we update A by
Finally, we update σ 2 by σ
In the E-step, we evaluate the conditional expectation of
) and the other terms of ξ i , ψ i , and
Note that the joint density of
. We evaluate the conditional expectation of W il and the other terms through numerical integration over ξ i , ψ i , and b i with Gauss-Laguerre and Gauss-Hermite quadratures.
We iterate between the E-step and the M-step until the sum of the absolute differences of the parameter values at two successive iterations is less than a certain threshold, say, 10 −3 . We denote the final estimators for θ and A as θ ≡ ( β, γ, σ 2 ) and A ≡ ( , A). The survival function for the failure time of interest, P(T ≥ t|X), can be estimated by If dropout is a terminal event, which cannot be avoided, then we have a semi-competing risks set-up (Fine et al., 2001) in that the occurrence of the terminal event precludes the development of the event of interest but not vice versa. It is more meaningful to consider the cumulative incidence function for the failure time of interest
We estimate this quantity by
where the integral is evaluated by numerical integration with Gauss-Hermite quadratures, and λ l and α l are the estimators of λ l and α l , respectively. We have implicitly assumed that the transformation functions are known. In practice, we consider a variety of transformation models and choose the one that best fits the data according to, say, the Akaike information criterion.
Inference Procedures
In Web Appendix A, we show that the estimators θ and A are consistent, with different rates of convergence (n 1/3 and n 1/2 , respectively) for and A. In addition, the estimator θ is asymptotically normal with a limiting covariance matrix that attains the semiparametric efficiency bound.
To estimate the covariance matrix of θ, we define the profile likelihood function
where C 1 is the set of step functions with non-negative jumps at t l (l = 1, . . . , m 1 ), and C 2 is the set of step functions with non-negative jumps at s l (l = 1, . . . , m 2 ). Let pl i (θ) denote the ith subject's contribution to pl n (θ), that is, pl i (θ) = l i (θ, A θ ), where l i (θ, A) is the log-likelihood function for the ith subject, and A θ = arg max log L n (θ, A). We then estimate the covariance matrix of θ by the inverse of the matrix
, where e j is the jth canonical vector in R 2p+1 , a ⊗2 = aa T , and h n is a constant of order n −1/2 . To evaluate the profile likelihood, we use the EM algorithm of Section 2.2 but fix the value of θ and only update and A in the M-step.
Remark 5. In the conventional profile-likelihood approach (Murphy and van der Vaart, 2000) , the covariance matrix of θ is estimated by the negative inverse of the Hessian matrix of pl n (θ) at θ, which is determined by the second-order numerical differences. The Hessian matrix may be negative definite, especially in small samples. By contrast, we use the empirical covariance matrix of the gradient of pl i (θ) based on the firstorder numerical differences, which approximates the efficient score function for θ. The calculation is quicker, and the resulting covariance matrix estimator is guaranteed to be positive semidefinite.
Simulation Studies
We conducted two sets of simulation studies to assess the performance of the proposed methods. In the first set, we considered one time-independent covariate X 1 ∼ Unif(0, 1) and one time-dependent covariate X 2 (t) = B 1 I(t ≤ V ) + B 2 I(t > V ), where B 1 and B 2 are independent Bernoulli(0.5), V ∼ Unif(0, τ), and τ = 4. We considered logarithmic transformation functions G(x) = r −1
T , σ 2 = 0.5, (t) = 0.5t, and A(t) = log(1 + 0.5t). We generated the potential examination times U m ∼ U m−1 + 0.1+Unif(0, τ/5) with U 0 = 0 and the censoring time C from Unif(2τ/3, τ). The number of actual examinations is approximately 2.4 per subject. The event time of interest is left-censored for 19% of the subjects, interval-censored for 28% of the subjects, and right-censored for 53% of the subjects. We set n = 100, 200, or 400 and used 10,000 replicates. For each dataset, we applied the proposed EM algorithm by setting the initial values of β and γ to 0, the initial value of σ 2 to 1 and the initial values of λ l and α l to 1/m 1 and 1/m 2 , respectively. We used 20 quadrature points for integration with respect to each random effect and set the convergence threshold to 10 −3 . The variance estimators were obtained with h n = n −1/2 . Table 1 summarizes the results on the estimation of β, γ, and σ 2 for different values of n, r G , and r H . The biases for all parameter estimators are small and decrease as n increases. The variance estimators for β and γ are accurate, especially for large n. The variance estimator for σ 2 is accurate under r G = r H = 0 but slightly overestimates the true variabilities under r G = r H = 1. The confidence intervals for β, γ, and σ 2 have reasonable coverage probabilities.
We also evaluated the method of Zeng et al. (2016) , which does not account for informative dropout. The results for this naive method are shown in Table 2 . The estimator for β is biased, and the coverage probability of the corresponding confidence interval is poor. Figure 1a shows the estimation of the baseline survival function for the event time of interest when dropout is regarded as voluntary patient withdrawal. The proposed estimator is virtually unbiased, whereas the naive method (Zeng et al., 2016) overestimates the survival function. Figure 1b shows the estimation of the baseline cumulative incidence function for the event time of interest when dropout is treated as a terminal event. The proposed estimator is again virtually unbiased; the naive estimator has severe positive bias since it does not acknowledge the fact that the event of interest cannot occur after the terminal event.
In the second set of simulation studies, we set β = (−0.5, 0)
T , γ = (0, 0.4) T , and σ 2 = 1 and considered r G = r H = 0, 0.5, or 1. The results are presented in Web Appendix B. The basic conclusions are the same as those of the first set. Note: Forsyth County, NC, is the reference group for the field center variables.
ARIC Study
ARIC is a prospective epidemiological study conducted in four U.S. communities: Forsyth County, NC; Jackson, MS; suburbs of Minneapolis, MN; and Washington County, MD (The ARIC investigators, 1989) . One important objective is to investigate risk factors for diabetes. A total of 14,751 Caucasian and African-American participants underwent a baseline examination between 1987 and 1989 and were scheduled for four subsequent examinations to take place in 1990-1992, 1993-1995, 1996-1998, and 2011-2013 . Diabetes status (defined as fasting glucose ≥126 mg/dL, non-fasting glucose ≥ 200 mg/dL, self-reported physician diagnosis of diabetes, or use of diabetic medication) was determined at each examination.
We related the incidence of diabetes and death to race, gender, community, and five baseline risk factors: age, body mass index, glucose level, systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure. We excluded 1933 subjects with prevalent diabetes or unknown diabetes status at baseline and 13 subjects with missing baseline covariate values to obtain a total of 12,805 subjects. Among those subjects, 11,686 (91.3%), 10,557 (82.4%), 9533 (74.4%), and 5035 (39.3%) completed the second, third, fourth, and fifth visits, respectively. As shown in Web Figure 3 , there are sufficient overlaps of the visit times for us to study diabetes onset from year 2 to 12 and from year 22 to 27. A total of 2492 (19.5%) subjects developed diabetes during the study, and 4363 (34.1%) subjects died before the end of the study.
We fit models (1) and (2) with logarithmic transformation functions indexed by parameters r G and r H for diabetes and death, respectively. The likelihood is maximized at r G = 2.3 and r H = 0, which is the combination that would be selected by the Akaike information criterion. For easy interpretation, we set r G = 1 and r H = 0. Table 3 shows the estimation results for the proportional hazards models for both events (r G = r H = 0), the proportional odds models for both events (r G = r H = 1), and the combination of the proportional odds model for diabetes and the proportional hazards model for death models, an African-American individual has a higher risk of diabetes than a Caucasian individual. In addition, higher baseline body mass index, glucose level, and systolic blood pressure are associated with increased risk for diabetes. These findings are consistent with the current literature on diabetes (Harris et al., 1987; DeFronzo et al., 2004) . The results from the naive method, which are shown in Table 4 , are considerably different from ours. In particular, the naive method identifies a negative association between age and risk of diabetes, which contradicts the established positive association in the literature (Harris et al., 1987) . The proposed method adjusting for death finds no significant negative association. The relationship between age and risk of diabetes identified by the naive method is likely a spurious finding that reflects the strong correlation between age and death. 2 , glucose value 98 mg/dl, systolic blood pressure 118 mmHg, and diastolic blood pressure 73 mmHg. The solid and dashed curves pertain to the proportional hazards and proportional odds models, respectively, from the proposed method, where the dropout time is modeled by the proportional hazards model. The dotted and dash-dotted curves pertain to the proportional hazards and proportional odds models, respectively, from the naive method. This figure appears in color in the electronic version of this article. hazards and proportional odds models. The estimated probabilities from the proposed method are lower in the tail than their naive counterparts, especially under the proportional odds model, highlighting the importance of adjusting for death.
Discussion
In this article, we study efficient nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation of joint models for interval-censored data with informative dropout. We establish the asymptotic properties of the estimators through innovative use of modern empirical process theory. In the proofs, separate treatments are given to the estimators of the cumulative baseline hazard functions for the event of interest and dropout. We avoid the assumption of Zeng et al. (2016) that a subset of study subjects are examined at the end of the study by carefully evaluating the bracket covering number for a class of functions that involves unbounded .
We applied our methods to data derived from the ARIC study, where diabetes is the event of interest and death is the terminal event. In the ARIC study, there are other outcomes of interest that are either interval-censored (e.g., hypertension, peripheral artery disease) or right-censored (e.g., myocardial infarction, stroke). The proposed framework can be extended to incorporate multiple interval-censored events and multiple right-censored events and thereby analyze an enriched version of data from the ARIC study.
The class of transformation models is very broad and thus allows accurate prediction in a variety of situations. In practice, one would need to determine which model best fits the data. One strategy is to use the Akaike information criterion to select the best transformations, as we did for the ARIC study. It would be worthwhile to develop additional methods for model selection and model checking.
We have assumed that the transformation functions are correctly specified. If the transformation functions or other aspects of the models are incorrectly specified, then the proposed parameter estimators will converge to constants that minimize the Kullback-Leibler distance. Robust variance estimators can be constructed on the basis of the efficient score functions. A thorough investigation of model misspecification is beyond the scope of this article.
In some applications, the examination times are directly related to the event of interest, instead of through dropout. This may be the case if patients tend to visit their doctors more frequently when they are not feeling well. , Chen et al. (2012 Chen et al. ( , 2014 , and Ma et al. (2015) studied this problem for current status data (Huang, 1996) by assuming a frailty model or copula structure for the event time of interest and the examination time. Zhang et al. (2007) considered the case of two examination times and modeled the first examination time, the gap time, and the event time of interest through a proportional hazards frailty model. Zhao et al. (2015) considered the same type of data and assumed a copula model for the event time of interest and the gap time. Wang et al. (2016) considered an arbitrary number of examination times and assumed a shared frailty model. All of these methods require parametric assumptions or approximations for the cumulative baseline hazard functions.
We can extend our approach to the aforementioned settings. For current status data, our algorithm can be directly applied by replacing the dropout time with the examination time in the likelihood. For the case with two examination times, we can jointly model the failure time, the first examination time, and the gap time using transformation models with random effects. For an arbitrary number of examination times, we can model the intensity of the examination process using a transformation model with frailty. The proposed EM algorithm can be modified accordingly.
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